Fashion Tribes: Global Street Style
In Fashion Tribes, award-winning photographer Daniele Tamagni has tracked down and recorded
some of the most surprising and colorful international fashion subcultures. Through documentary
shots and staged portraiture, he's captured heavy metal rockers in Botswana, hipsters in
Johannesburg, dandies in the Congo, female wrestlers in Bolivia, "bling bling" youth in Cuba, and
Punks in Burma. Often marginalised on the fringes of their own societies or just down on their
heels, these people fight back and express their creativity and joy through personal style. With
essays by leading experts in fashion, photography, anthropology, and sociology, Fashion Tribes
offers a broad view of world dress and shows the power that clothing can hold.
From the Inside Flap
Through documentary shots and staged portraiture, he's captured heavy metal rockers in
Botswana, hipsters in Johannesburg, dandies in the Congo, female wrestlers in Bolivia, "bling
bling" youth in Cuba, and Punks in Burma. Often marginalised on the fringes of their own societies
or just down on their heels, these people fight back and express their creativity and joy through
personal style. With essays by leading experts in fashion, photography, anthropology, and
sociology, Fashion Tribes offers a broad view of world dress and shows the power that clothing can
hold.

Daniele Tamagni is a freelance fashion and documentary photographer based in Milan. He
received a prize in the Arts and Entertainment Stories category at the 2011 World Press Photo
Contest and was the 2010 recipient of the ICP Infinity Award in applied fashion photography.
Tamagni's work has been exhibited worldwide. His previous book, The Gentlemen of Bacongo,
inspired the 2010 Spring/Summer collection of designer Paul Smith. The book also includes essays
by established editors, journalists, and photographers, anthropologists, and scholars. List of
Contributors: Els van der Plas, former director at Premsela, Netherlands Institute for Design and
Fashion Suzy Menkes, fashion editor for the International Herald Tribune Okwui Enwezor, director
of the Haus der Kunst in Munich Hudita Nura Mustafa, social anthropologist Veronique Marchand,
sociologist Karie Breen, former director of international Marie Claire magazines Asand Sizani,
fashion editor for Elle magazine Peter Popham, journalist at The Independent
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Fashion: Latest fashion news, style tips & people
The latest fashion news, style tips and show reports from Fashion on Telegraph. In depth analysis,
advice, photos and videos.

Daily Life
Read the latest Life & Style News and Reviews from Daily Life, including Fashion, Celebrity,
Beauty, Wellbeing and Home & Style.

LS:N Global
A new wave of digital tools are helping to refine sizing options for shoppers buying fashion online.

Fashion Dictionary – WWD
Puig's Plan Appears Achieved: Carolina Herrera to Hand Design Reins Over to Wes Gordon

WSJ Life, Style & Arts: Weekend News and Reads
News, reviews and features on fashion and style, travel, gear and gadgets, health and fitness,
sports, food and drink, movies, television, books, art, theater, cars ...

FASHION STATEMENT
In the past you have said that it was difficult for you and your team to work with GOTS certified
(Global Organic Textile Standard) fabrics as the quantities for such ...

5 Men’s Eyewear Brands You Should Know
Men's Style Features. Menswear Store Shop the latest designer menswear from all your favourite
retailers in one place. The Hot List A visual snapshot of this season's ...

Photos: International Designer Fashion Show
The International Designer Show of the Bermuda Fashion Festival was held last night [Nov 1]
under the mega-tent on Front Street, with four designers ...

Fashion Shows and Men’s Clothing Collection
Pitti Uomo: the most important International event for menswear and men accessories collections
and for the launch of new men fashion projects.

In Kinshasa, building a fashion industry one stitch at a ...
Kinshasa-born Gloria Mteyu found her way in fashion in the United States and Europe but has
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returned home to help build a new industry. (Yvonne Brandwijk)
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